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Abstract. In distribution power grids supplied by dispersed power sources, for example RES (Renewable Energy Sources), in the event of a load dump, 
unexpected transient states may appear. These states involve a dangerous increase in voltage or current. This situation may lead to the disconnection 
of these sources. To prevent this phenomenon, a non-linear anti-windup regulator with a conditional integrator has been proposed. This solution allows 
a significant improvement of the generator’s dynamic properties both at load dump and on return to full load. 
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POPRAWA DYNAMIKI PRZEKSZTAŁTNIKOWEGO GENERATORA PV 
PODCZAS ZRZUTU MOCY 
Streszczenie. W sieciach dystrybucyjnych o rozproszonym charakterze zasilania, np. OZE (Odnawialne Źródła Energii), w przypadku wystąpienia zrzutów 
mocy mogą pojawić się nieoczekiwane stany nieustalone. Polegają one na niebezpiecznym wzroście napięcia lub prądu. Taka sytuacja może doprowadzić 
do wyłączenia tych źródeł energii. Aby temu zapobiec, zaproponowano nieliniowy regulator anti-windup z warunkowym integratorem. Rozwiązanie 
to pozwoliło zdecydowanie poprawić własności dynamiczne zarówno przy zrzucie mocy jak i powrocie do pełnego obciążenia. 
Słowa kluczowe: zrzut mocy, stan nieustalony, regulator anti-windup, całkowanie warunkowe 
Introduction 
Affordable prices, availability and relatively low installation 
costs of renewable energy sources contribute towards increase of 
distributed generation share in the energy market. Unfortunately, 
this trend can cause issues with keeping electrical energy quality 
within approved boundaries both during static and dynamic states. 
The cause of dynamic states are either changes in reference 
values, or any kind of disturbances affecting control or 
measurement signals. This paper presents dynamic states caused 
by load dumps. It shows the characteristics of this kind of 
disturbance and the consequences that follow. It is proven that the 
key role in reducing voltage increase during load dumps is played 
by the power regulator. Thus, selection of this regulator is the 
research goal of this paper. 
A load dump is always accompanied by a change of load 
parameters. Such a state of systems supplied by renewable 
generation requires a nonlinear regulator in the power control 
circuit. The idea of controller proposed by the author implements 
a logical condition which allows the regulator to avoid saturation 
of an integral path. This paper presents mathematical models of 
regulators, research methodology, and finally – laboratory results. 
1. Load changes 
The increasing number of PV inverters in the electrical grid 
has highlighted the problem of keeping energy parameters within 
boundaries set by normative acts. Disturbances, known in the 
literature as transient or temporary over-voltage (TOV) are 
especially visible during PV inverter operation [7]. They are 
especially dangerous for the electrical equipment operating in the 
grid with the high density of PV generators. There are two main 
causes of voltage increase: 
 Load rejection overvoltage (LRO) [7] (Fig.1), 
 Ground fault overvoltage (GFO) [1, 4]. 
Negative effects can be partially solved by installing a DC/DC 
converter in the intermediate circuit [2] or adding an active load 
output [9]. However, these solutions give only partial effects, 
since a rapid full load return will cause even more problems. 
These would include short voltage drops or rapid current increase 
on inverter output. These phenomena often cause the action of 
overcurrent protection, and as a result – a shutdown of the entire 
generator [5]. 
Disturbances caused by load dump can be eliminated by 
means of nonlinear regulators with conditional operating 
functions, so called “PI conditional integrators”, which are 
described in further chapter. 
 
Fig. 1. Exemplary results of current and voltage measurements during load dump 
in t = 0.075 s. Overvoltage level Vmax/Vamp = 1.75 achieved for 10% load dump 
2. Vector control with decoupling 
During the research an inverter with voltage oriented control 
(VOC) (Fig. 2) was used [7, 8]. 
 
Fig. 2. Vector oriented control with decoupling in current paths id, iq in rotating 
reference frame dq 
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In this system input voltages for the d-q→α-β transform are 
described in equations (1) and (2), which also explain the 
decoupling method. 
                                          
                                                        (1) 
                                 (2) 
where:      ,       –reference currents,       – mesured currents, 
     – discrete controller transfer function,      ,       – 
voltage drops across inductor. 
In the d-q input paths there are GI(z) controllers, which allow 
independent control over instantaneous powers p and q. Selection 
of control algorithm influences the characteristics of dynamic 
states. This is shown in experimental results, during which three 
different PI algorithms were used: 
 Standard, parallel PI regulator, 
 Nonlinear, variable-structure regulator: 
o Regulator with “anti-windup” algorithm, 
o Regulator with conditional integrator. 
These regulators are tasked with minimising error in the id and 
iq current paths. This is achieved by tuning both proportional and 
integral gains of the regulators, and placing them in current paths, 
as shown in Fig. 2. 
3. PI controller tuning method 
In order to achieve the dynamics requirements of the inverter, 
as well as provide an appropriate phase margin, PI controller 
tuning was performed. This stage was based on literature [6]. The 
tuning is presented on the current feedback loop isq and shown in 
Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3. Model of current control loop in q axis with simulated object and 
measurement characteristics 
In this case, the delay caused by digital conversion was 
described as a first order transfer function with time coefficient 
Ts = 0.1 ms, for sampling frequency fs = 10 kHz. To keep the 
power losses in IGBT switches at a minimum level, the time delay 
of TPWM = 0.1 ms was selected. Voltage and current measurements 
are slaved of PWM modules, which also causes the delay of 
analogue-digital conversion to be at Ts = 0.1 ms. The transfer 
function of the PI regulator is described in equation (3) [6]. 
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where:      – proportional gain of current path iq,     – time 
coefficient of the integration path of current iq 
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where: 
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The transfer function in a closed feedback loop was converted 
into feedforward. The transformed current loop is shown in 
Figure 4. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Model of iq current control loop with feedforward 
The transfer function of the object in open loop is described in 
equation (7). 
            
      
    
 
     
 
     
 
     
 
       
 (7) 
The time coefficient of the PI regulator is selected to 
compensate the slowest pole of the objects’ transfer function, 
which is approximately defined by the L/R filter coefficient. 
                              (8) 
From here, the transfer function of the entire object: 
            
 
    
 
 
      
 (9) 
The      gain of the PI regulator was calculated on the basis 
of the modulus optimum (KM). The damping coefficient was 
selected on the basis of [6] and its value is   
  
 
. The transfer 
function of the second object is described in equation (10). 
     
 
         
 (10) 
Converting equations (9) and (10): 
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The regulators tuned in the way described were transformed 
into discrete functions using Matlab software. Compilation results 
were implemented in the tested regulators. The results are 
presented in Figure 8. 
4. Nonlinear PI regulators with variable internal 
structure 
During rapid load changes, overshoot of the converter can be 
limited by means of modified, nonlinear PI regulator. 
 
Fig. 5. Nonlinear PI regulator, with “anti-windup” function. Kp, Ki regulator gains, 
Ks – feedback gain, Isq* – reference current 
The algorithm that deals with overshoot and saturation is 
shown in Figure 5. When the regulator output becomes saturated, 
the difference between saturation block input and output occurs. 
This difference is then amplified in the Ki block, and then 
subtracted in the sum block of the integration path. 
Unfortunately, the dynamics of such a regulator is still 
insufficient in the case of rapid load changes (Fig. 9). Because of 
this, a nonlinear algorithm with logical condition and feedback 
loop was proposed (Fig. 6) 
 
Fig. 6. Nonlinear PI algorithm, with logically controlled strong feedback loop 
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This implemented feedback loop causes almost immediate 
return from the saturated state of the algorithm (Fig. 10). The 
NAND logic gate based system controls the output and checks it 
for saturation. 
5. Experimental results 
During experimental research, a VOC controlled inverter was 
loaded by an electrical grid emulator [3, 10]. The influence of a 
load dump on converter output voltage at grid connection point 
was tested on the basis of previously derived control algorithms. 
 
Fig. 7. Simplified diagram of electric grid emulator 
The emulator used consists of a synchronous generator PMSG 
with output power of 5.5 kW, which is driven by a squirrel cage 
motor and vector oriented inverter. This machine system produces 
three-phase voltage similar in parameters to the one provided by 
the grid. A load dump is created by means of changing impedance 
in the intermediate circuit between the PMSG generator and tested 
inverter. These changes are performed by a relay matrix. Selected 
RL elements allow for step increases or decreases of the 
intermediate circuit impedance. In this way, a load dump was 
created, reaching 20% of generator nominal power. 
Experimental tests were performed for the three 
aforementioned PI regulators. Activation levels of logical 
conditions were experimentally selected to achieve the best 
possible time responses of algorithms. A typical PI algorithm is a 
sufficient solution when the output power is controlled only by the 
user. However, in the case of a load dump, and then a return to 
nominal load, it causes an inverter output power overshoot 
(Fig. 8). 
 
Fig. 8. Current waveforms during load dump with standard PI algorithm. Current 
scale: 5 A/1V 
The inverter produces power, which can be a multiple of 
reference power at the moment of load return. In the model tested, 
doubling of output power was achieved for a load dump lasting 
0.1 s. The time required for the output power to stabilize at 
reference level was 0.4 s. 
In the case of a PI algorithm with “anti-windup” function, 
results presented in Figure 10 were obtained. Response for a load 
dump had increased time to return to nominal value. 
 
Fig. 9. Current waveforms during load dump with PI algorithm with “anti-windup” 
function. Current scale: 5 A/1V 
A slow return to reference output power does not cause short 
term overloads, but it constitutes too large a delay in return to 
nominal load. This delay can cause an impermissible voltage drop 
at the local grid, which can in turn result in a shutdown of certain 
loads or even of PV generation inverters. 
 
Fig. 10. Current waveforms during load dump with PI algorithms with strong 
feedback loop. Current scale: 5 A/1V 
 
Fig. 11. Output current modulus from inverter to emulated grid for three different PI 
algorithms. Current scale: 5 A/1V 
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The best results were achieved in the case of a PI algorithm 
with conditional integration. The response of this algorithm was 
almost instantaneous (Fig. 10). Multiple tests with different load 
changes proved that for this type of disturbances this algorithm is 
the most efficient. Overshoot never crossed 5% of output current 
reference value. This is due to the fact that as soon as regulator 
output becomes saturated, the entire integration path is reset to 
zero. This situation lasts as long as the controller output stays 
saturated. Because of this, the algorithm is not pushed into further 
saturation, and can recover its dynamics very fast. 
A comparison of all three results is presented on a single graph 
in Figure 11. This figure proves that the best result was achieved 
using the third algorithm – a PI algorithm with conditional 
integration loop. 
Table 1. W Experimental results and reset quality coefficients for three PI algorithms 
Algorithm 
Control 
precison 
Overshoot 
Error 
integral 
Id 
Error 
integral 
Iq 
Response 
curve 
PI 
(1) 
Very good >100% 58% 2.5 
 
PI_N 
(2) 
Very good 
no 
overshoot 
41.3% 1,.8 
 
PI_N 
(3) 
Very good <5% 37.2% 1.49 
 
6. Conclusions 
The load dump problem in an electrical grid becomes more 
relevant with the increasing number of renewable energy sources 
in households. The author proposed a solution to this problem by 
using a nonlinear control algorithm in the current control circuits 
of renewable generation inverters. The proposed algorithm 
eliminates such unwanted effects as wind-up saturation. Also, it 
does not affect generation capability during return to nominal 
load. Through this, the article’s goal was achieved, and the current 
ripple was reduced to below 5%. The dynamic state duration was 
also reduced. 
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